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Abstract
The p and hp versions of the $nite element method allow the user to change the polynomial degree to increase
accuracy. We survey these methods and show how this /exibility can be exploited to counter four di1culties that occur
in the approximation of problems over thin domains, such as plates, beams and shells. These di1culties are: (1) control
of modeling error, (2) approximation of corner singularities, (3) resolution of boundary layers, and (4) control of locking.
Our guidelines enable the e1cient resolution of these di1culties when a p=hp code is available. c© 2001 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The classical 1956 reference [42] contains one of the $rst published systematic description of
$nite elements. The elements described in this paper (such as the Turner rectangle, the Timoshenko
beam element and the linear triangle ($rst proposed by Courant in 1943)) use linear (or bilinear)
piecewise polynomials to approximate the solution, and depend on mesh re$nement for increased
accuracy. This philosophy, of using low-order polynomials over successively $ner meshes, has been
the predominant one considered by researchers for many years, and was the one under which the
development of the $nite element method proceeded (with much success) through the 1970s.
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Experiments by Szabo and his group conducted in the mid-1970s [41] indicated that an alternative
strategy might hold great promise as well. Their idea was to keep the mesh $xed, but increase the
polynomial degree for accuracy. They called this the p version, to distinguish it from the classical
method, which was labelled the h version. Computations on the elasticity problem indicated that this
new philosophy was always competitive with, and often out-performed, the traditional h version.
The $rst theoretical paper on the p version was published by BabuGska et al. in 1981 [11], and
showed, among other results, that the convergence rate was double that the h version for domains
with corners, and exponential for smooth solutions.
The collaboration between BabuGska and Szabo also led to the development of the so-called hp
version, which combines both strategies. It was shown that with proper mesh selection=re$nement
coupled with increase of polynomial degrees, an exponential convergence rate could be achieved
even for unsmooth solutions, i.e. in the presence of corner singularities. The $rst mathematical paper
on the hp version was by BabuGska and Dorr, and appeared in 1981 [2].
Since the advent of these $rst results, the p and hp versions have, over the past two decades,
come into their own as viable complements to the h version. Various commercial codes, such as
STRESS CHECK, POLYFEM, PHLEX, APPLIED STRUCTURE, MSC-NASTRAN (among others)
have either been developed or modi$ed to include p=hp capability. While no single strategy (such
as h, p or hp re$nement) can be expected to be optimal for all problems, having both h and p
capability allows a level of /exibility that can often be exploited to signi$cantly increase accuracy
and e1ciency. In particular, the high rates of convergence aKorded by p=hp techniques when corner
(r) singularities are present in the solution puts these methods ahead of traditional h-re$nement for
some important classes of problems.
In this paper, we bring out some of these advantages of p=hp methods. Rather than give a general
survey of such methods (for which the reader is referred, e.g., to [9], and to the books [40,31]), we
list some important properties in Section 2, and then concentrate mainly on one class of problems
— that of linear elasticity posed on thin domains such as beams, plates and shells. This class of
problems is one that comes up very frequently in engineering structural analysis. In Sections 3–
6, we discuss four areas where p=hp capability leads to advantages in approximation: (1) control
of modeling error, (2) good approximation of singularities occurring at the corners of the domain,
(3) accurate resolution of boundary layers, and (4) control of locking phenomena. In the course of
our discussion, we also consider related problems where p=hp versions have advantages, such as
singularly perturbed second order elliptic PDEs, which can result in stronger boundary layers than
the ones found in plate models.
2. h; p and hp nite element spaces
Suppose we are given a problem in variational form: Find u ∈ V such that
B(u; v) = F(v); v ∈ V: (2.1)
Here F is a bounded linear functional on the (in$nite dimensional) Hilbert space V , and B(· ; ·) is
a bounded, coercive, symmetric, bilinear form on V ×V . Then given a sequence of ($nite element)
subspaces {VN}⊂V , we can de$ne the $nite element approximations uN ∈ VN satisfying
B(uN ; v) = F(v); v ∈ VN : (2.2)
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It is easily shown that
‖u− uN‖E6 inf
v∈VN
‖u− v‖E; (2.3)
where ‖ · ‖E is the energy norm
‖u‖E = (B(u; u))1=2: (2.4)
The coercivity and boundedness of B then gives
‖u− uN‖V6C inf
v∈VN
‖u− v‖V (2.5)
but, as we shall see, the constant C in (2.5) can be large for some problems.
In all our examples, V will satisfy H 10 ()⊂V ⊂H 1() 2 where ⊂Rt ; t = 1; 2; 3 is a bounded
domain with piecewise analytic boundary. The $nite element spaces VN will then consist of contin-
uous piecewise polynomials de$ned on some mesh TN on . We describe these in more detail for
the case ⊂R2.
Assume each TN is a regular [13] mesh consisting of straight-sided triangles and parallelograms
{Ni }; i=1; 2; : : : ; I(N ) (more general curvilinear elements could also be considered). For any element
S, we de$ne for p¿0 integer, Pp(S) (Qp(S)) to be the set of all polynomials of total degree (degree
in each variable) 6p. We also denote Q′p(S) = span{Pp(S); xpy; xyp}. Let pN be a degree vector
associating degree pNi to element 
N
i (if p
N
i is independent of i, we write pN = pN ). Then the local
polynomial spaces are denoted RN (Ni ) where RN =PpNi if 
N
i is a triangle and RN = QpNi or Q
′
pNi
if Ni is a parallelogram. We then set
VN = {v ∈ V; v| Ni ∈ RN (Ni )}
(VN ⊂C(0)() for our examples).
Let us denote hNi = diam(
N
i ); hN = maxi h
N
i ; hN = mini h
N
i . The sequence {TN} is called quasi-
uniform provided there exists  independent of N such that
hN
hN
6:
As we shall see, spaces on quasiuniform meshes do not have the best properties where approximation
of corner singularities is concerned. Rather, such singularities must be treated by nonquasiuniform
mesh re$nement, where the mesh becomes $ner as one approaches the point of singularity. The
type of mesh used in the hp version is geometric, and is de$ned below for the case of re$nement
towards the origin O. (Fig. 1 gives a more intuitive idea than the de$nition, which is technical.)
Let 0¡q¡ 1 be a number called the geometric ratio. Let n(=nN ) be the number of layers
around the origin O. We denote the elements of TN by Nn; j; k where j = 1; : : : ; (k); (k)60 and
k = 1; 2; : : : ; n+ 1. Let hn; j; k = diam(Nn; j; k) and dn;j; k = dist(
N
n; j; k ;O). Then
(A) if O 
∈ PNn; j; k , for j = 1; : : : ; (k); k = 2; : : : ; n+ 1,
C1qn+2−k6dn;j; k6C2qn+1−k ;
1dn;j; k6hn; j; k62dn;j; k :
2 We use standard Sobolev space notation: Hk(!) is the space of functions with k derivatives that are square integrable
over !. H 10 (!) is the subset of functions in H
1(!) with vanishing trace on @!. ‖ · ‖Hk (!) is the norm of Hk(!).
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Fig. 1. Types of re$nement: (a) quasiuniform, (b) geometric.
(B) if O ∈ PNn; j; k , then k = 1 and for j = 1; : : : ; (1),
3qn6hn; j; k64qn:
The constants Ci and i are independent of N . See [21], where it is empirically shown that
q ≈ 0:15 is the best choice in terms of approximability. (In one dimension, this is theoretically
established in [20].)
We can now talk about the following extension procedures, i.e. strategies for increasing the
dimension of the space VN to get a more accurate estimate in (2.3).
(i) h version: The most basic extension procedure consists of using quasiuniform meshes {TN} with
successively smaller hN , with uniform pN=p, kept $xed at p=1 or 2 usually. Nonquasiuniform
meshes (such as radical meshes, see [9]) could also be used.
(ii) p version: Here, TN is the same for all N . Accuracy is achieved by increasing pN . The mesh
could be uniform, but if a properly re$ned mesh (Fig. 1(b)) is used, the p version can often
be made to yield the superior performance of the hp version (which is harder to implement).
(iii) hp version: Any {VN} for which both TN and pN are changed will give rise to an hp version.
For instance, in Section 5, we consider an hp version designed to resolve boundary layers,
where as pN is increased, the number of elements remains the same, but the size of elements
changes. For treating corner singularities, the geometric meshes with n layers described above
are used, with pN chosen uniformly to be pN =nN ( $xed), so that both pN and nN increase
simultaneously. Even more e1cient is the case that pN is chosen to be the same over all
elements in layer k, i.e. over all Nn; j; k for j=1; : : : ; (k), and increasing linearly with the index
k = 1; 2; : : : ; n+ 1 (see [21] for more details).
Let us mention that there are several diKerences between implementation of p=hp methods and
the traditional h methods (for instance, the basis functions used in the p version are often not of
nodal type). We do not discuss these aspects here but instead refer the reader to [40].
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To conclude this section, we present the following theorem, which gives the basic estimate for the
in$mum in (2.5) when the norm ‖·‖V =‖·‖H 1() and when the h; p or hp version over quasiuniform
meshes is used.
Theorem 2.1 (BabuGska and Suri [7]). Let the spaces VN consist of piecewise polynomials of degree
pN over a quasiuniform family of meshes {TN} on ⊂Rt ; t = 1; 2; 3. Then for u ∈ Hk(); k¿1;
inf
v∈VN
‖u− v‖H 1()6Chmin(k−1;pN )N p−(k−1)N ‖u‖Hk () (2.6)
with C a constant independent of u and N . (For a nonuniform distribution pN ; we replace pN by
min( pN ) in (2:6)).
Theorem 2.1 combined with (2.5) immediately shows that the following rates of convergence
hold:
h version : ‖u− uN‖V =O(hmin(k−1;pN )N ); (2.7)
p version : ‖u− uN‖V =O(p−(k−1)N ): (2.8)
Since the number of degrees of freedom N ∼ O(h−tN ptN ), we see that asymptotically, the rate of
convergence (in terms of N ) of the p version is never lower than that of the h version. In fact, for
smooth solutions, it is often much better, as seen from (2.8) (“spectral” convergence). As we shall
see in Section 4, the rate can be better even when the solution is not smooth.
3. Control of modeling error
Structural analysis over a three-dimensional domain (thin or otherwise) involves solving the equa-
tions of three-dimensional elasticity on the domain. When three-dimensional $nite elements are used,
the number of degrees of freedom N grows quite rapidly. For instance, while N ∼ O(h−2) or O(p2)
in two dimensions (for the h and p versions, respectively), we have N ∼ O(h−3) or O(p3) in three
dimensions. In the case that one dimension of the domain is thin, the three-dimensional model is
often replaced by a two-dimensional model, formulated generally on the mid-plane of the domain.
Discretization of this two-dimensional model then requires fewer degrees of freedom.
Let us present an illustrative example, that of a thin plate. Let ! be a bounded domain in R2
with piecewise smooth boundary, which represents the midplane of the plate, which we assume to
be of thickness d (d diam(!)). Then, we represent the three-dimensional plate as
 = {x = (x1; x2; x3) ∈ R3 | (x1; x2) ∈ !; |x3|¡d=2}:
The lateral surface S and top and bottom surfaces R± are given by (see Fig. 2)
S = {x ∈ R3 | (x1; x2) ∈ @!; |x3|¡d=2};
R± = {x ∈ R3 | (x1; x2) ∈ !; x3 =±d=2}:
Let us denote the displacement u = (u1; u2; u3). Then we consider the problem of $nding u ∈
H 1D() = {u ∈ (H 1())3 | u3 = 0 on S} which satis$es
B(u; C) = F(C) ∀C ∈ H 1D(); (3.1)
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Fig. 2. The three-dimensional plate  and two-dimensional midplane !.
where, with t = 3,
B(u; C) = E
1 + %
∫


 t∑
i; j=1
&ij(u)&ij(C) +
%
1− 2%(div u)(div C)

 dx (3.2)
and
F(C) = 1
2
∫ ∫
!
g(x1; x2)(v3(x1; x2; d=2) + v3(x1; x2;−d=2)) dx1; dx2: (3.3)
In the above, E¿ 0 is the Young’s modulus of elasticity, 06%¡ 12 is the Poisson ratio and
&ij(u) =
1
2
[
@ui
@xj
+
@uj
@xi
]
:
Eqs. (3.1)–(3.3) constitute the plate problem with soft simple support — we could use diKerent
constrained spaces to describe other physical problems (such as the clamped or built-in boundary
condition which is obtained by using u = 0 instead of u3 = 0 on S).
Two-dimensional models are derived from (3.1)–(3.3) by making assumptions about the behavior
of u with respect to the x3 variable, substituting these into (3.1)–(3.3), and integrating in the x3
variable to give a problem formulated on ! alone. The most basic classical plate model is the
KirchhoK–Love model, where we assume that
u3(x1; x2; x3) = w(x1; x2); (3.4)
ui(x1; x2; x3) =−@w@xi (x1; x2)
(
x3
d=2
)
; i = 1; 2: (3.5)
Substituting (3.4) and (3.5) into (3.1)–(3.3) and integrating in x3, we get an equation for w(x1; x2)
alone, which is the weak form of the biharmonic problem.
One disadvantage of the KL model is that the corresponding variational form involves second
derivatives of the FE functions, and hence requires C(1) continuous elements. The so-called Reissner–
Mindlin (RM) model avoids this problem by replacing (3.5) by the expression
ui(x1; x2; x3) = *i(x1; x2)
(
x3
d=2
)
; i = 1; 2: (3.6)
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Hence, we now have two more unknowns (*1; *2)=. This leads to the following variational form,
after some modi$cation of the elastic constants (see [5]): Find U = (; w) ∈ V =H 1()×H 1()×
H 1D() satisfying for all W = (; -) ∈ V ,
B(U;W ) = a(; ) + /d−2(w + ;-+ ) =
∫ ∫
!
g- dx1 dx2; (3.7)
where
a(; ) = D
∫ ∫
!

(1− %)
2∑
i; j=1
&ij()&ij() + %(div)(div )

 dx1 dx2 (3.8)
and where D = E=12(1− %2);  = E=2(1 + %) and / is the shear correction factor.
It is seen from (3.7) that the RM model essentially enforces the KirchhoK constraint,
KU =w + = 0 (3.9)
in a penalized form (while the KL model enforces it exactly).
The replacement of the three-dimensional elasticity problem by a two-dimensional model such
as RM leads to a modeling error between the actual three-dimensional solution and the solution
obtained e.g. by (3.4)–(3.6). This modeling error is unaKected by any subsequent discretization of
the two-dimensional model. The only way to decrease it is to use a more accurate model. To derive
such more accurate models, we expand u(x1; x2; x3) in terms of higher-order polynomials of x3.
More precisely, let n=(n1; n2; n3) by a triple of integers ¿0. We then make the ansatz (for i=1; 2)
u3(x1; x2; x3) =
n3∑
j=0
wj(x1; x2)Lj
(
x3
d=2
)
; (3.10)
ui(x1; x2; x3) =
ni∑
j=0
*ij(x1; x2)Lj
(
x3
d=2
)
; (3.11)
which when substituted into the three-dimensional equations gives us the so-called n = (n1; n2; n3)
model upon integration. (Here {Lj} are the Legendre polynomials.) It is possible to show that (under
some assumptions)
(1) For n1¿1; n2¿1; n3¿2, models n=(n1; n2; n3) converge, as d→ 0, to the same limiting solution
as that obtained when d→ 0 in the three-dimensional elasticity equations. (For n=(1; 1; 0), this
is true with modi$ed elastic constants.)
(2) For $xed d, as min(n1; n2; n3) → ∞, the solutions of the models converge to the exact three-
dimensional solution.
There are various factors such as boundary conditions, boundary layers, corner singularities, etc.,
which aKect the convergence of a given model as d → 0 [6]. For instance, in [17] it is shown
that the RM model may not lead to good approximations of the boundary layer, while higher-order
models signi$cantly improve the convergence as d→ 0.
Let us denote for n= (n1; n2; n3)
nH 1D() = {u = (u1; u2; u3) ∈ H 1D() satisfying (3:10) and (3:11)}:
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Fig. 3. Mid-plane of the quarter plate.
Then the solution of the (n1; n2; n3) model can be expressed as the unique solution un of
B(un; v) = F(C) ∀C ∈nH 1D(); (3.12)
where B; F are as in (3.2) and (3.3). Eq. (3.12) represents a hierarchy of models of increasing
accuracy.
Unfortunately, most $nite element codes for plates (and shells) only discretize a 6xed model of the
above hierarchy (often the RM model, which is essentially the (1; 1; 0) model — though sometimes
the (1; 1; 2) model is also used). This is generally the only option available in the h version. If,
however, the code has p version capability, then it is possible to implement hierarchical modeling
corresponding to (3.12) quite easily, provided the user can pick diKerent polynomial degrees in
diKerent directions.
Assume that the midsurface ! is partitioned into elements {j} which are either quadrilaterals or
triangles. Then the domain  is partitioned into three-dimensional elements {Tj}={j×(−d=2; d=2)}.
Let Rj(p; q) be the corresponding polynomial space on Tj, where p is the degree in x1; x2 and
q is the degree chosen in x3. This space could be based on the choice Pp; Qp or Q′p over j
in the (x1; x2) variables, and a (usually lower-degree) choice of q. Then, the corresponding FE
solution with elements Rj(p; q) of the three-dimensional plate problem will be exactly the same
as the FE approximation (using elements of degree p) of the two-dimensional plate model (3.12)
with n1 = n2 = n3 = q. Hence, one can implement diKerent plate models in the p=hp versions
just by taking q = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; in the discretization of the three-dimensional elasticity problem (this
hierarchic modeling is available, e.g., in the code STRESS CHECK). The modeling error may now
be controlled.
Let us present a simple example using the code STRESS CHECK. Consider the quarter rectangular
plate shown in Fig. 3, which has soft simple support conditions on AB, BC and symmetric conditions
on CD, DA. The plate is subjected to a uniform outward transverse force of 1. Elastic constants are
E=3:0× 107 and %=0:3, with shear correction factor of unity. The plate has thickness =0:1, which
puts it in the “moderately thin” class — the mesh is designed so as to approximate the boundary
layer well (see Section 5). We use the n= (n; n; n) plate model with n= 1; 2; 3 and 6.
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Fig. 4. Transverse displacement u3 along EC for diKerent models.
Fig. 5. Shear force distribution Qy along EC for diKerent models.
Figs. 4 and 5 show the extraction of two quantities — the transverse displacement u3 and the
shear force Qy, along the lower edge of the element situated at the corner C. Degree p= 8 is used
for the $nite element approximations. It is observed that while there is no appreciable diKerence for
u3 with the model order, the quantity Qy does vary appreciably. The reason for this is that u3 has
a very weak boundary layer, while Qy has a stronger layer — and this is dependent on the model
order (see [17] for more detailed experiments).
The above ideas also apply to other thin domains, such as composite plates and shells [10]. For
these more complicated domains, the diKerences observed between diKerent model orders is usually
even more striking.
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4. Approximation of singularities
The previous section showed how the three-dimensional elasticity equations over the plate  could
be reduced to a hierarchy of elliptic problems (such as (3.7)) over the two-dimensional domain !
(Fig. 2(b)). It is well known that linear elliptic problems will (in general) have singularities at the
corners Aj; j = 1; : : : ; M of the domain !, and also at points on @! where the type of boundary
condition changes, e.g., from Dirichlet to Neumann. For the three-dimensional problem over , the
singularities will occur not only at vertices of  but also along its edges. One of the main advantages
of p=hp methods is that with proper mesh design, such singularities can be approximated very well.
4.1. A decomposition result
An examination of Eq. (3.7) shows that plate models such as the RM model are singularly
perturbed in the variable . This results in boundary layers when d is small. The interaction of
corner singularities and boundary layers is a complicated phenomenon, for which decomposition and
regularity results may be found, e.g., in [25,16]. We will postpone the consideration of boundary
layer approximation to Section 5. Here, to simplify the exposition, we assume that the thickness d
is a $xed positive constant and do not worry about our approximation results being uniform in d.
Accordingly, given a linear elliptic problem on ! (which is one of our (n1; n2; n3) models), we
may use the results of Kondratiev (see [26] and also [19,15]) to decompose the solution in the
neighborhood of any vertex Aj. If U is the solution and (r; 6) are the polar coordinates with origin
at Aj, then we may write
U =
L∑
‘=1
S∑
s=0
T∑
t=0
c‘st ‘st(6)r‘+t ln
s r + U0
=
L∑
‘=1
U‘ + U0 (4.1)
in the neighborhood of Aj. Here  ‘st is a vector with the same number of components as U , and
is analytic in 6. The exponents ‘ can be complex, and the coe1cients c‘st will depend on d. By
taking L, S, T large enough, we can make U0 as smooth as the data will allow. In fact, taking the
correct number of terms near each Aj, we may write
U =
M∑
j=1
∑
‘
U ( j)‘ ;j + U0; (4.2)
where ;j is a smooth cut-oK function in the neighborhood of Aj and U0 satis$es the appropriate
shift theorem (e.g., in the case of (3.7), we would have
‖U0‖[Hk+2(!)]36C(d)‖g‖Hk (!);
i.e., the same theorem as for a smooth boundary). Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) show that when the $nite
element method is used, the rate of best approximation (i.e., the right side of (2.3)) will be deter-
mined by the worst singularity min‘; j|( j)‘ | (and the corresponding S in decomposition (4.1)), since
the other terms (including U0) are all smoother and hence result in better approximation rates.
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4.2. hp convergence: quasiuniform meshes
We now present a theorem for the approximation of one of the canonical singularities present in
(4.2), which we write as
u= r lns r (6); (4.3)
where  is a vector and for  complex, we understand r to denote Re r.
First, we note that for !⊂R2, u ∈ H 1+ˆ−&(!) for any &¿ 0, where ˆ = Re . We could apply
Theorem 2.1 to get an approximation rate of O(hmin(ˆ−&;pN )N p
−ˆ+&
N ), but as shown in [7], this result
can be improved to give the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let u be given by (4:3). Let quasiuniform meshes be used. Then
inf
v∈VN
‖u− v‖H 1(!)6Ck(hN ; pN ; s)min
{
hˆN ;
hmin(ˆ;pN−ˆ)
p2ˆN
}
; (4.4)
where k(hN ; pN ; s) = max(|lns hN |; |lns pN |) and C is a constant independent of N .
Theorem 4.1 shows that one gets the following convergence rates:
h version : O(hˆN ); (4.5)
p version : O(p−2ˆN ): (4.6)
Since N =O(h−2N p
2
N ), we see that the p version gives twice the convergence rate of the h version.
This happens whenever the point of singularity r = 0 coincides with the node of an element. If the
singularity point lies in the interior of an element, then the doubling eKect does not take place.
Applying Theorem 4.1 to each component of (4.2) and assuming that U0 is smooth enough to be
better approximated, we see that (4.4)–(4.6) will also hold for the error ‖U − UN‖V where UN is
the FEM approximation to U .
4.3. hp convergence: nonquasiuniform meshes
For the h version with polynomials of $xed degree p, it is well known that the optimal convergence
rate for smooth functions is O(hpN ). Hence, the rate (4.5) can be quite far from optimal if ˆ is small
(for example, ˆ¡ 1 in nonconvex domains for the Poisson equation). It turns out that the use
of nonquasiuniform meshes, which are increasingly re$ned towards the points of singularity, can
increase the convergence rate. The optimal meshes in this regard are the so-called radical meshes,
which result in O(hpN ) convergence for function (4.3) when the mesh is designed taking into account
the strength of the singularity ˆ and the degree of the polynomial p. We refer to [20] where a full
analysis of such meshes is given in one dimension and to [4] where the case p= 1 is analyzed in
two dimensions.
Here, we present a result for the hp version, which shows that with the geometric meshes described
in Section 2, one obtains exponential convergence in terms of N , the number of degrees of freedom
(note that O(hpN ) convergence is only algebraic in N ). The spaces VN are chosen as follows. In the
vicinity of each singularity point, a geometric mesh with nN layers (see Section 2) is constructed,
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Fig. 6. hp mesh with nN = 2 layers. A2 is a singularity point where the type of boundary condition changes.
such that these meshes conform with a $xed mesh over the remainder of the domain (see Fig. 6).
The (uniform) degree pN is chosen to be nN over all elements on the domain. As N increases, nN
is increased (and hence so is pN ). The increase in the number of layers causes the singularities to
be better approximated. The smooth parts are well-approximated by the increase in pN .
Theorem 4.2. Let U be the solution of the RM model (3:7); (3:8). Let VN be the hp spaces
described above. Then
inf
W∈VN
‖U −W‖V6Ce−/
3√N (4.7)
with C a constant independent of N .
The bound in estimate (4.7) in one dimension becomes Ce−/
√
N [20], while in three dimensions
it is Ce−/
5√N [3]. The design of geometric meshes in three dimensions is described further in [3].
The constant C in Eq. (4.7) will depend on d.
4.4. Numerical example
We illustrate some of the results of the past two theorems, by considering the bending of the
L-shaped plate shown in Fig. 1. The longest side of the plate is taken to be 0.8, with d = 0:1,
E = 3:0 × 107; % = 0:3; / = 1. A uniform g = 1 is applied, and the plate is clamped (u = 0) along
the entire boundary.
Fig. 7 shows the percentage relative energy norm error when various h and p versions are used.
(The true energy was estimated by using a much larger number of degrees of freedom.) It is observed
that with the h version on meshes of the type shown in Fig. 1(a), the error decreases algebraically.
For the p version on a uniform mesh of only 6 triangles (i.e., no geometric re$nement layers
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Fig. 7. Error curves for h and p versions.
in Fig. 1(b)), the error follows an ‘S’ curve, with the middle portion representing an exponential
decrease, and the /at portion representing twice the algebraic h version rate. When one layer of mesh
re$nement is introduced (as in the top of Fig. 1(b)), it is observed the exponential rate continues
through p = 8. Further mesh re$nement would only be useful when this graph /attens out as well
— essentially, in the range of parameters shown, the p version is displaying the same exponential
rate of convergence expected from the hp version. For more detailed experiments, we refer, e.g.,
to [7].
5. Resolution of boundary layers
If one lets d → 0 in Eqs. (3.1)–(3.3), then one gets a system of singularly perturbed equations
[16]. This will also be true for the (n1; n2; n3) model given by (3.12). For instance, it is clear from
(3.7) and (3.8) that the RM model is singularly perturbed in  (but not in w), since multiplying
(3.7) through by d2, the order of derivatives in  decreases to 0 as d → 0. This implies that for
most boundary conditions  will have a boundary layer at @! for small d, i.e., components in the
solution of the form (Fig. 8)
b(s; t) = C(d) f (t)e
−ks=d: (5.1)
Here (s; t) are local coordinates in the normal and tangential directions at @!, k is a constant and
f is a smooth function. The amplitude C(d) of the boundary layer will depend upon the type of
boundary conditions — for instance, the largest amplitude C(d) = O(d) occurs for the case of the
soft simple support and free plates, while for clamped (built-in) conditions, it is only O(d2) [1].
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Fig. 8. The boundary layer.
The amplitude will have the same order (though not the same value [17]) for all (n1; n2; n3) plate
models. The only model free of boundary layers is the KL model. For a discussion of the relation
of boundary layers in the three-dimensional case to those in (n1; n2; n3) models, we refer to [17].
Our concern in this section is the approximation of components such as (5.1) by the FEM. We
note that the boundary layer eKect is essentially a one-dimensional eKect, so that if we can e1ciently
approximate the functions b in the normal direction, then we can expect to have an overall good
approximation. Our $rst step, therefore, is to consider the approximation of the one-dimensional
boundary layer function
ud(x) = e−x=d (5.2)
by the space VN of piecewise polynomials of degree pN = (pN1 ; p
N
2 ; : : : ; p
N
I ) on the mesh TN = {0 =
x0 ¡x1; : : : ;¡ xI = 1}.
Let us consider the approximation of (5.2) in the context of the one-dimensional singularly per-
turbed problem
− d2u′′d(x) + ud(x) = f(x); x ∈ I = (−1; 1); (5.3)
ud(±1) = ±: (5.4)
It is well known (see, e.g., [33]) that the solution of (5.3) and (5.4) can be decomposed as
ud(x) = usd + Adud(1 + x) + Bdud(1− x); (5.5)
i.e., it contains terms of form (5.2), plus a smooth (in d) component usd. Writing (5.3) and (5.4) in
variational form, we have that ud ∈ H 10 (I) satis$es ∀v ∈ H 10 (I),
Bd(ud; v) :=
∫
I
{d2u′dv′ + udv} dx =
∫
I
fv dx: (5.6)
We consider the approximation of Pud in the energy norm for (5.6), i.e., in the norm
‖v‖d = (Bd(v; v))1=2 ≈ d‖v′‖L2(I) + ‖v‖L2(I):
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For the h version on a quasiuniform mesh, we may apply (2.6), together with an L2 duality result,
to obtain (for k¿pN + 1)
inf
v∈VN
‖ud − v‖d6Chk−1N d−k+3=2; (5.7)
where we have used (5.2) to estimate ‖ Pud‖Hk (I). We see that for $xed d, we get the optimal O(hk−1N ),
but as d→ 0, this rate deteriorates. The best possible uniform rate for 0¡d61 is O(h1=2N ), obtained
by taking k = 32 . This is the rate observed in practice for d small.
For the p version, it is shown in [33] that the following theorem holds. Here, p˜ :=p+ 12 .
Theorem 5.1. (A) Let r = (e=2p˜Nd)¡ 1. Then
inf
v∈VN
‖ud − v‖d6Cd1=2rp˜N (1− r2)−1=2; (5.8)
where C is a constant independent of pN and d.
(B) We have
inf
v∈VN
‖ud − v‖d6Cp−1N
√
lnpN ; (5.9)
uniformly for 0¡d61.
Theorem 5.1 shows that while rate (5.8) is exponential, it only holds for pN very large (not
generally seen in practice). The best uniform rate is given by (5.9), and is twice that for the h
version (modulo the log factor).
Estimates (5.7) and (5.9) show that both the h and p versions give disappointing convergence
rates uniform in d. One remedy for this is to use nonquasiuniform meshes, by which the O(hk−1N )
rate of the h version can be recovered. One such mesh is given in [33], by TN ={−1; x1; : : : ; xm−1; 1},
where, for m even, and pN ≡ p,
xm=2±i =∓dp˜ ln(1− 2ic=m); i = 0; : : : ; m=2 (5.10)
with c = 1− exp(1− 1=(dp˜)). See, e.g., [35,43] for other examples.
Another solution, possible when both h and p capability is available, is to insert a single element
of size O(p˜d) at the boundary layer, and let p → ∞. This gives exponential convergence. More
precisely, the following theorem is established in [33].
Theorem 5.2. Let (TN ; pN ) be such that for p¿1;
pN = {p; 1}; TN = {−1;−1 + p˜d; 1} if p˜d¡ 2;
pN = {p}; TN = {−1; 1} if p˜d¿2; (5.11)
where 0¡06¡ 4=e is a constant independent of p and d. Then with Pud = Pud(x + 1); there
exists 0¡¡ 1 such that
inf
v∈VN
‖ud − v‖d6Cd1=2p˜
with C;  independent of p and d.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of various methods, d= 10−2.
Fig. 10. Comparison of various methods, d= 10−3.
We see from the above construction that what we have is an hp method, since the mesh changes
as p→∞. (Experiments indicate that remeshing can be avoided by $xing TN={−1;−1+p˜maxd; 1}
in many cases.)
In Figs. 9 and 10, we compare four diKerent methods discussed above, including the h version
given by (5.10) (with p= 1), and the hp version described in Theorem 5.2. In each case, we treat
problem (5.3), (5.4), with f(x) = 1, ± = 0. Since the solution has boundary layers at both end
points of I , we must now re$ne near both end points, so that, e.g., instead of (5.11), we get the
three-element mesh {−1;−1+p˜d; 1−p˜d; 1}. The superiority of the hp version is clearly noticed
for d small.
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Fig. 11. Boundary-$tted mesh.
The above eKect may also be observed for two-dimensional problems. Consider the singularly
perturbed problem
− d2 Xu+ u= f in !; (5.12)
u= 0 on @!: (5.13)
If ! is a smooth domain, then the solution will again have a component of the form (5.1), with
C(d) =O(1). If we now construct a mesh in boundary-$tted coordinates (s; t), such that the (tensor
product) basis functions are polynomials in s multiplied by polynomials in t, then the problem of
approximating (5.1) reduces once more to a one-dimensional approximation. Hence, for example,
we should take the mesh to be such that in the s direction, the $rst layer of elements is of O(p˜d)
(see Fig. 11). Then one can again establish exponential hp convergence for the solution of (5.12)
and (5.13) uniform in d [44,45,27]. This may also be done when the meshes and basis functions
are suitably $tted in (x; y) rather than (s; t) coordinates, as long as the O(p˜d) layer character is
maintained.
In Figs. 13 and 14, we show experiments performed using STRESS CHECK for (5.12) and (5.13)
on the unit circle, with f=1, for which the exact solution can be expressed in terms of a modi$ed
Bessel function (Eq. (7:2) of [45]) and has a boundary layer at @!. We take pmax = 8 and perform
the p version on the two meshes shown in Fig. 12. The $rst approximates the one from Theorem
5.2, with a layer of elements of size pmaxd, while the second is a more uniform mesh, $xed for all
d. The advantage of the $rst mesh is clearly demonstrated in Figs. 13 and 14.
The case of a nonsmooth domain is more subtle. For instance, if ! is a polygon, then the
singularities for (5.12) and (5.13) now behave essentially like (r=d) [24]. Consequently, the mesh
re$nement for the singularities must now be carried out in an O(d) region of the corners, as shown
in Fig. 15. In [47], spectral convergence of O(p−k), k arbitrary, has been established for such
meshes as p→∞.
For the case of the RM plate, as noted before, the strongest boundary layer (in the case of the free
or the soft simply supported plate) is only O(d). Consequently, the re$nement of the singularities
(i.e., usual O(1) hp re$nement) is usually su1cient in practice when the error in the energy norm
is of interest. However, if quantities involving the s-derivative of (5.1) are calculated (such as
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Fig. 12. The two meshes.
Fig. 13. Comparison of p version, d= 10−2.
moments), then these will again contain an O(1) boundary layer, and re$nements such as that in
Fig. 15 will again be necessary (recall the example in Fig. 3, see, e.g., [34,46]).
For shell problems, the solutions have a rich array of boundary layers, which are often stronger
than those encountered in plates. Ideas similar to the ones discussed above may be applied to such
problems as well. We refer to [23,29,18,22] for some results.
6. The problem of locking
There is one more problem that occurs in the numerical approximation of thin domains, that of
numerical locking. Consider once again the RM model (3.7). As d→ 0, we see that for the energy
norm ‖U‖E; d = (B(U;U ))1=2 to remain $nite, we must have the KirchhoK constraint (3.9) to be
satis$ed in the limit. This just expresses the fact that the RM model converges to the KL model in
energy norm.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of p version, d= 10−3.
Fig. 15. The mesh for polygons.
If we now consider the $nite element approximation of (3.7), then the $nite element solution
UN = (N ; wN ) must also satisfy (3.9) in the limit d → 0 to keep the energy norm ‖UN‖E; d $nite,
i.e.,
KUN =wN + N = 0: (6.1)
As a result, only those functions UN ∈ VN satisfying (6.1) will be relevant in approximating U in
the limit. The quasioptimality estimate (2.3) must now be replaced by [8]
‖U − UN‖E6 inf
Y∈VN
KY=0
‖U − Y‖E; (6.2)
which is the best estimate that holds for ‖ · ‖E = ‖ · ‖E;0.
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De$ning SK = {Y ∈ S; KY = 0} for any space S ⊂V , we see that the in$mum in (6.2) is taken
not over VN but over a proper subset VKN . Locking (“shear” locking) is said to occur when this
causes a deterioration in the resulting approximation.
One way of understanding this deterioration is to note that (6.1) essentially forces WN to be
a C(1)(!) function (since N must lie in H
1(!), i.e., WN must be in H 2(!)). This, of course, is
consistent with the fact that in the d=0 limit, we are approximating the fourth-order KL (biharmonic)
problem, for which, as noted earlier, C(1) functions are needed for WN . Suppose, for instance, we
choose VN = SN × ZN where SN , ZN both contain continuous piecewise linears. Then ( N ; zN ) ∈ VKN
only if zN ∈ C(1)(!), so that zN will be a linear function over all of !. If, for instance, we have
built-in boundary conditions, then zN = 0 will be the only function satisfying this requirement in
ZN , and the $nite element solution (N ; wN ) will be such that wN is forced to converge to 0 as
d→ 0. This is an example of complete locking, where there is no uniform rate of convergence. For
other choices of spaces, locking may manifest itself as a degradation (but perhaps not a complete
annihilation) of the uniform convergence rate.
A formal de$nition of locking may be found in [8]. The de$nition involves several factors. First,
we are given a sequence of problems {Pd} dependent on a parameter d in some set S=(0; 1] (say).
For thin domains, d is, of course, the thickness. For linear elasticity, we could take d = 1 − 2%,
with %= Poisson’s ratio. Next, we assume that the solution ud to Pd lies in the solution space Hd
— this characterizes the smoothness of the exact solutions {ud}. Also, we are given a sequence of
$nite element spaces {VN} that comprise an extension procedure F. Finally, we are interested in
the errors Ed(ud − ud;N ) where ud;N ∈ VN is the FE solution and Ed is some given error functional
(e.g., the energy norm, the H 1() norm, etc.).
We now de$ne a function L(d; N ) called the locking ratio by
L(d; N ) =
supud∈HBd Ed(ud − ud;N )
inf d∈S supud∈HBd Ed(ud − ud;N )
(6.3)
where S = S ∩ [;∞) for some ¿ 0 such that S 
= *. Here HBd = {u ∈ Hd; ‖u‖Hd6B}.
What L(d; N ) does is to compare the performance of the method at thickness = d to the best
possible performance for values of d¿ for which locking does not occur. If S is restricted to a
discrete set, it gives a computable measure of the amount of locking [37].
An alternative de$nition of locking can be based on the asymptotic rate of convergence [8]:
Denition 6.1. The extension procedure F is free from locking for the family of problems {Pd},
d ∈ S = (0; 1] with respect to the solution sets Hd and error measures Ed, if and only if
lim sup
N→∞
(
sup
d∈(0;1]
L(%; N )
)
= C ¡∞:
F shows locking of order f(N ) if and only if
0¡ lim sup
N→∞
(
sup
%
L(%; N )
1
f(N )
)
= C ¡∞
where f(N ) → ∞ as N → ∞. It shows locking of at least (respectively, at most) order f(N ) if
C ¿ 0 (respectively, C ¡∞).
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Let us make a second de$nition, that of robustness:
Denition 6.2. The extension procedure F is robust for {Pd}, d ∈ S=(0; 1] with respect to solution
sets Hd and error measures Ed if and only if
lim
N→∞
sup
d
sup
ud∈HBd
Ed(ud − ud;N ) = 0:
It is robust with uniform order g(N ) if and only if
sup
d
sup
ud∈HBd
Ed(ud − ud;N )6g(N );
where g(N )→ 0 as N →∞.
We now discuss locking and robustness for the plate problem in the context of the above def-
initions. In order to concentrate solely on the issue of locking, we consider periodic boundary
conditions, for which no boundary layers exist, and the solution is smooth. For != (−1; 1)2, these
conditions are given by
Ud(x1; 1) = Ud(x1;−1); Ud(1; x2) = Ud(−1; x2); |x1|; |x2|61 (6.4)
so that V = [H 1per(!)]
3 where Hkper(!) denotes the set of functions on ! whose periodic extensions
to R2 lie in Hkloc(R2).
Let us consider De$nitions 6.1 and 6.2 for the case that the error measure Ed ≡ ‖·‖E; d (the energy
norm corresponding to (3.7)). For our solution sets, we take
Hd = {U = (; w);  ∈ Hk+1per (!); CdU = 0}; (6.5)
where
CdU =
d2
12(1− %){(1− %)C+ (1 + %) · }+
/
2(1 + %)
{w + }:
The constraint in (6.5) says that U ∈ Hd satis$es the $rst equation in the usual strong form of (3.7).
We then have the following two theorems [39].
Theorem 6.3. Let F be an h version extension procedure on a uniform mesh consisting either of
triangles or rectangles; for problem (3:7); (6:4). Let polynomials of degree p=pN and q= qN be
used for the rotations d and displacements wd respectively. Then with solution sets Hd and error
measures ‖ · ‖E; d; F is robust with uniform order N−‘ when k¿2q+1 and shows locking of order
Nr when k¿p+ 1; as summarized in Table 1.
Theorem 6.4. Let F be the p version on a mesh of triangles and parallelograms; with pN¿1;
qN¿pN . Then with solution sets Hd; k¿1;F is free of locking in the energy norm and is robust
with uniform order N−(k−1)=2 as pN →∞.
Remark 6.5. The hp version will also be free of locking, provided (uniform) triangular meshes
with pN¿5 and qN¿pN + 1 are used (Theorem 5.2 of [39]).
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Table 1
Locking and robustness for the h version with uniform meshes
Type of Degree Degree Order of locking, r Robustness order, l
element p q f(N ) = O(Nr) g(N ) = O(N−l)
Triangle 1 q¿1 r = 12 l= 0
(Pp) 26p64 q = p r = 1 l= (p− 2)=2
p¿5 r = 12 l= (p− 1)=2
26p63 l¿p+ 1 r = 12 l= (p− 1)=2
p¿4 l¿p+ 1 r = 0 l= p=2
Product 1 l¿1 r = 12 l= 0
(Qp) p¿2 q¿p r = 12 l= (p− 1)=2
Trunk 1 q¿1 r = 12 l= 0
(Q′p) 2 q = 2; 3 r = 1 l= 0
q¿4 r = 12 l= 1=2
p¿3 q = p r = 32 l= (p− 3)=2
q¿p+ 1 r = 1 l= (p− 2)=2
Let us brie/y explain the idea behind Theorems 6.3 and 6.4. Suppose F0(N ) represents the optimal
rate of convergence for F in the absence of locking. For example, F0(N ) would behave like the
‖ · ‖E; d error when d is set equal to 1. Let us also de$ne
g(N ) = sup
w∈Hk+2; Bper
inf
z∈WN
‖w − z‖H 2(!) (6.6)
where for VN = SN , WN = {w ∈ ZN ; grad w ∈ SN}. Then it can be shown quite easily [39] that F is
robust with uniform order max{F0(N ); g(N )} and shows locking of order f(N ) if and only if
C1F0(N )f(N )6g(N )6C2F0(N )f(N ):
(The characterization (6.6) follows easily if we remember that d=wd, d;N =wd;N in the limit
d→ 0.)
Now the question of locking becomes one in pure approximation theory. For instance, it is known
that to get optimal h-approximation over triangles using C(1) elements, one must use at least degree
5 piecewise polynomials, which shows why in Table 1, the locking disappears only when q¿5 is
used for ZN . In the p version, on the other hand, since we have pN , qN →∞, the condition qN¿5
will not cause any problem asymptotically. Hence, in the asymptotic sense, there will be no locking,
though as seen from Fig. 17 ahead, there is a shift in the error curves (i.e., there will be an increase
in the locking ratios).
In Figs. 16 and 17, we illustrate the above rates of convergence for problem (3.7), (6.4) on
! = (−1; 1)2. The Poisson ratio % = 0:3; E = 1, and the load is g(x; y) = cos(Ex=2) cos(Ey=2). A
uniform rectangular mesh is used with p = q product spaces, and the errors presented are those
estimated by STRESS CHECK.
Fig. 16 clearly shows the locking of O(N 1=2). Fig. 17 shows the parallel error curves for the p
version, indicating an absence of asymptotic locking (but also indicating locking ratios L(d; N )¿ 1).
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Fig. 16. The h version for the RM plate.
Fig. 17. The p version for the RM plate.
Let us remark now on some extension of these results:
1. Non-periodic boundary conditions: Similar results were observed computationally for clamped
(built-in) plates. The locking theorems above will hold once more, provided the solution is smooth.
But in general, it is not, and boundary layer eKects must also be considered [32,5].
2. Higher-order plate models: In [39], it is shown that locking eKects (and results) are identical
to the RM case, since no additional constraints arise as d→ 0.
3. Locking in other error measures: Locking is very dependent on the error measure under
consideration. If, for instance, we take the moments Mx, My, Mxy at a point, then the locking eKects
are similar to those for the energy norm. See Fig. 18, where the moment Mx at the point (0.3,
0.8) is considered. If, on the other hand, we consider the shear stresses Qx, Qy, then the locking
is signi$cantly worse, since these involve an extra power d−1. It is seen from Fig. 19 that little
convergence is obtained for the h version, though the p version is still robust.
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Fig. 18. Locking for the moment Mx at (0.3, 0.8).
Fig. 19. Locking for the shear stress Qx. Solid line: d= 0:5. Dashed line: d= 0:001.
4. Mixed=reduced constraint methods: For standard FEMs, the KirchhoK constraint (6.1) must be
satis$ed exactly in the limit as d→ 0. In reduced constraint methods, we replace this constraint by
RNKUN = RN (wN + N ) = 0 (6.7)
by de$ning a new bilinear form
BN (U; V ) = a(; ) + /d−2(RNKU; RNKV )
and solving problem (3.7) with BN instead of B. Here, RN is a projection into a suitable space of
polynomials, that is generally de$ned piecewise over each element, and which is designed so that
(6.7) is easier to satisfy than (6.1). Various choices of projections are discussed, e.g., in [30]. The
analysis of such methods can then proceed either by analyzing separately an approximation and a
consistency error [30], or by re-writing the method as a mixed method with the shear stress
qd = d−2(wd + d)
as a new unknown (see, e.g., [36]).
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In [36], we have analyzed an hp method based on the MITC reduction operators RN [12]. This
method has the advantage of being locking free both in h and in p. Moreover, uniform estimates
in the shear stress can now be obtained. Some computational results using these elements may be
found in [14].
5. Some remarks on shells: Locking eKects in shells can be more serious than those in plates. In
addition to shear locking, we may also observe membrane locking, which is a harder phenomenon
to deal with. Moreover, there is strong interaction between locking and boundary layers. We refer to
[28,23,18,38] where some hp methods (both standard and mixed) have been discussed to overcome
these eKects.
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